ABSTRACT

Recent research in the field of user interface (UI) mashups has focused on so-called choreographed compositions, where communication between components is not pre-defined by a mashup designer, but rather emerges from the components’ messaging capabilities. Though the mashup development process gets simplified, such solutions bear several problems related to awareness and control of the emerging message flow. This paper presents an approach to systematically extend choreographed mashups with visualization and tailoring facilities. A first user study demonstrates that usability of the resulting solutions increases if proposed awareness and control facilities are integrated.
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1. INTRODUCTION

User interface (UI) mashups have become a popular approach for end-user development. Based on autonomous but cooperative visual components called widgets, they promise to significantly lower the barrier for Web application development [1]. A key feature of UI mashups is the inter-widget communication (IWC), which refers to the process of exchanging data between widgets with the goal of synchronizing internal states of the aggregated components. Current mashup platforms enable definition of the IWC behaviour either explicitly by a mashup designer (orchestrated mashups) or implicitly in a self-organized fashion based on the capabilities of the integrated components (choreographed mashups) [4]. The third (currently only theoretical) approach envisions a combination of the first two (hybrid mashups). While platforms with the orchestration strategy aim at providing maximal flexibility during mashup development, choreographed solutions focus on keeping the development process lean and fast. With regard to IWC, however, choreographed mashups pose some challenges related to awareness and control of what is happening in a mashup [2, 3]. The major awareness problem caused by implicitly defined IWC is that mashup users do not know which pairs of widgets could and which actually do communicate. The major control problem is that, being defined implicitly and not as first-level concepts, communication paths cannot be blocked or modified directly by end-users. This paper proposes a generic and systematic approach to extend choreographed mashup platforms with the missing functionality and, thus, elevate them to the hybrid ones.

2. HYBRID UI MASHUP ENGINEERING

Three steps should be done to extend a particular choreography-based mashup platform towards awareness and control functionality. First, a communication model suitable for end-user-friendly visualization and tailoring of communication paths should be defined. Second, awareness and control facilities based on the model should be introduced. Finally, architecture of the mashup platform should be extended towards support of the model and the tailoring facilities. In the following, a generic approach applicable for all choreography-based systems is described.

Generic communication model. The model is defined in a way, so that it can be shared among different choreography strategies (message passing, shared memory, publish-subscribe etc.). The assumption for the definition of the model is that – from an end-users’ point of view – widgets communicate in pairs by means of unidirectional message transfers. The model $M$ is therefore defined as a graph $G = (V,E)$ with $V = \{v|v = (\text{name},s)\}$ being set of widgets with state $s \in \{\text{ENABLED}, \text{ISOLATED}\}$ and $E = \{e|e = (v_1,v_2,s)\}$ being set of possible communication paths between $v_1, v_2 \in V$ with state $s \in \{\text{ENABLED}, \text{BLOCKED}\}$. A widget $v$ is allowed to communicate only if its state $s$ is $\text{ENABLED}$. A message $m$ from widget $v_1$ is allowed to be delivered to widget $v_2$ only if $\exists e \in E : e = (v_1, v_2, \text{ENABLED}, t)$. In order to be used in a concrete choreography mashup platform, a choreography strategy-specific algorithm for deriving the model $M$ from widget capabilities should be defined (e.g. identifying possible communication paths $E$ based on publish-subscribe capabilities of widgets).

Awareness and control mechanisms. States $s \in \{\text{ENABLED}, \text{ISOLATED}\}$ of widgets are visualized using different widget borders. Possible communication paths $e = (v_1, v_2, s, t) \in E$ can be represented using arrows between widgets $v_1$ and $v_2$. The arrow color indicates the state of...
Reference architecture. The reference architecture (cf. Figure 1) supports both building hybrid mashups from scratch and by extension of existing choreography platforms. *Widget and Mashup Descriptors* describe mashup configuration and are used by the Model Importer to derive the Communication Model as introduced above. The resulting model is visualized by the generic Awareness and Control Module. The latter also updates the Communication Model upon user-triggered changes on the composition canvas. The Message Broker routes and eventually blocks emitted messages from senders to receivers according to the particular choreography approach and the state of the Communication Model. The Message Broker notifies the Awareness and Control Module about active traffic so that this information can be communicated to mashup users.

The proposed approach has been implemented based on Apache Rave¹, a publish-subscribe-based UI mashup platform. A user study with 27 participants has been conducted to test effectiveness and usability of the integrated mechanisms. Users had to solve several awareness and control-related tasks. Experiments revealed that the efficiency of users didn’t significantly increase if proposed facilities were activated. However, vast majority of the participants described the new facilities as helpful and easy to use. A post-questionnaire indicated possible improvements such as alternative non-ambiguous visualization techniques and more prominent placement of control mechanisms.


3. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Missing understanding of IWC dependencies and lack of control facilities can significantly impact usability and user experience within choreographed UI mashups. This paper presented an approach to extend the mashup platforms with awareness and control mechanisms. The resulting solutions differ from the current state of the art in that they both enable self-emerging (“automatic” from end-users’ point of view) IWC and keep users in control of how widgets communicate at the same time. The future work will explore further awareness and control-related challenges not covered in this work, such as making users aware of what is being transferred between widgets and empowering them to add new communication paths.
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